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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF DEUCALIONIS, EOS, AND XANTHE-TYPE UNlTS IN THE 
CENTRAL EQUATORIAL REGION OF MARS 
Edwin L Strickland III; 12727 Bullick Hollow Rd., Austin, TX 78726 

Classification and mapping of surficial units in the central equatorial r ion of Mars (3W. - 20?5, 
57% - 75W.) using enhanced mlar images and Mars Consortium data, identifi2 three distinct, high albedo, 
relatively red surficial units in regions with intermediate to high thermal inertias These units have distinctive 
properties and morphologies, occur in different, welldefined areas, and show different seasonal and secular 

tterns of albedo chan e Deucalionis units occupy the classical albedo area of Deucalionis Regio, south of 
Eeridiani Sinus and Sakeus Sinus, and adjacent areas Eos forms a bri ht band that separates the dark, 
relatively blue, high thermal inertia Meridiani- p units that dominate &e southern of the stud area 
from intermediate albedo, relative1 red, high xermal inertia Oda units mmmon in e n o r t h  ~ a n & e  forms 
moderately bright, relative1 red, edyp 18 crater-streaks and uniform sheetdeposits in and ad. cent to parts of 
~ u y ~ e  Planitia, including tKe ~ i k i n  I landing site Xanthe is always associated with Oxia iEposits, and has 
significantly lower albedos than t h e L  matenals, which it can be confwd with 

DEUCALIONE All available data indicates Deucalionis deposits are thin .b+ ht "red dust de 
on Meridiani (and occasionall Oxia) materials of normal macropopic roughness ~ u l b f e  and broadbancf%k 
indicate that the dust is near?; optically thick in the visible but not the near infrared. Bright Deucalionis k 
probably no more than 10 mcrometers or so thick for an assumed bulk density of 1.0. The Dark Deucalionis 
deposits are probably only 1-2 micrometers thick, and are extremely variable. They can be deposited b a 
single dust storm, and.are e isodically eroded in patches until the next s t o m  Bright Deucalionis may 
many years armmulabon J d u s t  

Ernissivities of both units are near unity, indicating that thermal infrared o cities are like visible 
opacities and hi her than near-infrared o cities Deucalionis deposits ma be an i&l location to study 
possible thermafgradient effects in thin G g h t  dust d e p i t s  on darker s u L t e s  that may simulate the effects 
of atmospheric dust 

Thermal data indicates that Dark Deucalionis deposits' thermal properties are controlled entirely by 
their substrate Bright Deucalionis materials have slightly lower inertias than most of their surroundings 
About Q1 mm of 0.1 density, micrometers-sized dust mi ht be able to reduce inertias b the observed 
amount, and this mi i t  be compatible with ~ r i  ht ~ e u c a l i o n i s k i n ~  only part~ally o ca!y Xck m the near 
infrared. However, &e imperfect correlation of%call low inertias with the Bright &allonis distribution and 
a total lack of afternoon molin caused by a thermalr; detectable dust layer probably rule out that model out 
Models assuming that discrete k w  inertia dust patches are present in Deucalionis Regio under an optically 
uniform dust mantle could be consistent with multi-wavelength thermal data and afternoon cooling 
observations, but barely. It seems more like1 that the lower inertias in Deucalionis Re 'o and adjacent parts 
of Sabaeus Smus is not causd by the Deudonis  dust, but by properties of their ~ e r i &  substrates 

Afternoon cooling data show that unusually small amounts of afternoon cooling, and possibly actual 
afternoon warming, are esent in the reduced inertia areas of Deucalionis Regio and southern Sabaeus Sinus 
This data tends to e x d u g  models for the reduced inertia that invoke low mertia dust patches on the Meridiani 
Afternoon wanning, if confirmed, probably indicates a decrease in the thermal inertia with depth in this area. 
One model consistent with the reduced inertias and possible afternoon warming would have several cm of 
Meridiani on a lower inertia substrate of Dark Oxia In this area Better data and numerical models are needed 
to confirm the possible warming and model the effects of inverted inertia layering. 

EOS. All available information indicates Eos materials are: (1) thin dust de ts on Meridiani 
materials, and (2) rotably thicker, but still thermally thin dust de its on Oxia Emater ia l s  are all "red. 
and all have hi h $bedm However, two or more materials i d e n s a s  'W', but with di htly different 
albedos, are ro&bly resent in the eastern Oxia crater-streaks region. Eos robnbly fmmr $1) discrete, 
optically thi& relabvsy stable patches on Oxia, and (2) continuous, variabye optical thickness, and less stable 

dust degas its on Meridiani Eas surfaces probably have similar average macroscopic roughness to Oxia and 
"Green- lue" Meridiani surfaces 

Only depositional morphologies of Eos on &a or Meridiani are observed, suggestin that the results 
of erosional events have not been observed or are not as readil recognizable as the typical fv Id erosional 
forms otserved in Deucalionis Province. Mobility of their subsxater probably mntrols the t h g e s s  and 
stability of Eos deposits Eos is referentially deposited at and near contacts between Oxia and Meridiani, but 
no obvious explanation for this L s  been identified. 

Christensen's rock abundance data sug ests that large patches of Eos on Oxia may be in slightly 
rockier areas than b - f r e e  Oua. Increased s&ce roughness may promote ?bs de ition in those areas, but 
smoother ptches of Eor ma counter the photometric effect of the roughness ~oc%bundances in the Eos 
border area cannot be r e a d y  compared xnth Eos' distribution without Consortium-type analysis 

An Eos border between Arabia and Deltoton S i u s  has larger T 7 -T 20 brightness temperature 
differences than adjacent Arabia surfaces This may be caused by wavelength-dependent emission at variable 
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de hs don a temperature gradient in the dust layer, and is probably not, as attributed by Christensen in 
19$2, causef by a localized concentration of atmospheric dust 

Thermal inertia data shows Eos on Oxia decreases thermal inertias slight1 . without obvious1 changing 
the aftemoon cooling (which is probably cawed by the presence of a low mertia &ag egated 0xiaLyer on a 
consolidated or cemented Oxia substrate). This r Yres the Eos to be leu than about E 3  th.ermal skin depth 
thick but obably more than l/lOth skin depth% Eos is 20 micrometer dust mth an densty of 1.7 and an 
inertia of it should be a few millimeters thick If Eos is 2.5 micrometer dust in a vsry low densitg " f a q  
castle" shucture with a density of 0.1 and an inertia of Q16, it could be about 0.4 milhmeter thick either 
case, it should be oflcally thick 

Eos was observed to expand north over Oxia between 1%9 and 1972, and deposition of an estimated 
annual global atmosphere dust loading of 4.10" g Pollack ef al. 19791 could produce the visually observed 
deponts and possibly the observed thermal properties, but only if ultra-low density deposits are formed, or if 
se ective dust deposition in restricted locations produces deposits with masses and thicknesses well above the 
global average Alternately, the new Eos deposits could be thermally invisible, and only many years of 
accumulation could produce the observed lower inertia patches 

South of the Eos-obscured Oxiameridiani contact within the Eos border, Meridiani is visible, inertias 
are lower, and aftemoon cooling is diminished. In this border, Eos must be thin enou h, patchy enough (not 

IS visible in the preferred), or must physically mix with the Meridiani (also not referred) so that ~ e r i % a m  . . 

transition zone One allowed class of models has a sharp Oxiaheri&am contact Patchy Em on the Meridiani 
or Eos mixin with the Meridiani south of the contact could be responsible for the chan ing inertias and 
afternoon mo%ng. These models are implausible and are not preferred but cannot be died out Models with 
variable thicknesses of Oxia (or Meridiani) between the Eos and the underlying Meridiani (or Oxia) were 
rejected 

The preferred model has a mosaic of thermally thick M a  and Meridiani patches under the E m  To 
the south, an increasing Meridiani proportion increases the inertia and decreases the afternoon cooling. Eos 
must obscure the Oda  in the transition zone, but gogreuively reveal the Meridiani. Uniormnately, m both of 
these models, either Oxia or Meridiani can be stra graphically higher, so long as the unit on top is sufficiently 
thick to thermally obscure its substrate in must locations 

Xanthe's high albedo and "red" color are entire1 consistent with highly oxidized dust 
Si %can= albedos than on nearb Eas surfaces sug est sfigl?tly different compositions or 
~ S r i m e t r i c  properties su est that like A, Xanthe covers &a in discrete o que ptches, M e r i E a s ?  
variable-o o deposit f%otometric pro rties rug est Xanthe surfacesf rougcess resembles Oxia's and Em'. 
Like EQS, %n%e on Oxia a pears relativg stable, tanthe on Meridiani is more mobile. Their rind 1 visual 
diff.erence, h i d e s  Xanthe's rower albedo, is that Eos forms sharp-edged, solitary and coalesced fyF gstreaks , 
wlule Xanthe forms hi hl diffuse Type Ib sheet deposits These materials were probably deposited under 
similar, but significantky Jifferent conditions 

Thermal properties of Xanthe are s rising1 com lex In the southern part of Chryse, inertias are 
about 1 unit lower than on adjacent Oxia m%ces dbck stundances are low, and mapped afternoon moling is 
the same as that of adjacent Oxia Xanthe's predawn temperatures and inertias increase gradual1 and 
uniformly toward the north, across first a sharp increase in the inferred ''rod? abundances and tzen a fairly 
sharp decrease in the strength of the observed afternoon cooling. A model that can obably explain the 
coordinated variations of predawn temperature and afternoon molin in the Eos b n g r  region seems unable to 
easily explain the lack of correlation in Xanthe, and no M e r  modefwas found 

Dark streaks in the vicini? of the V i g  1 lander sug~est that Meridiani materials may be present 
under the Xanthe at the landing si e, and dark, relatively "blue soils were observed at the site by Stnckland in 
1979. 'Dark red" soils present at the ate ma well correspond to Oxia materials As the Lander -is adjacent to 
or on the m a p  afternoon cooling gradien?crossing the Xanthe in Chryse, and a mosaic of b a  and 
Meridiani un er Eos dust was proposed to explain thermal operties of the Eos border, Lander data are 
crudely compatible with that modeL Lander data may be a%le to chmre htween alternate models for the low 
inertia of Xanthe: millimeters of ap roximately I = 2 silt or << 1 mm of a ve lowdensity layer of I c 1 
micrometer-sized dust However, tfte local complexity of the site was largely Xfdden from the Lander b the 
bright "red" Xanthe dust, and unexpeded regional complexity of the qea is indicated by the r come l!" ations 
between inertias, rock abundances, and afternoon coolin datasets Thu means that a more g o u g h  study of 
the site using both Lander and Orbiter data will be n 3 e d  to resolve the man ambiguities that currently 
hinder using the site as ground-truth for interpreting remote sensing data on &rs. 
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